Impact of medication withdrawal method on flare-free survival in patients with juvenile idiopathic arthritis on combination therapy.
To determine whether order of medication withdrawal in children with juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) taking methotrexate (MTX) and tumor necrosis factor inhibitor (TNFi) combination therapy (CBT) affects flare-free survival (FFS). This retrospective observational study of 335 patients with polyarticular JIA or enthesitis-related arthritis analyzed FFS off medications in 4 withdrawal arms: 1) TNFi plus MTX, off MTX first, 2) TNFi plus MTX, off TNFi first, 3) MTX monotherapy, or 4) TNFi monotherapy. Outcomes were evaluated based on order of medication withdrawal, clinical presentation, serologic parameters, and duration of clinically inactive disease (CID) while taking medications. Sixty-four percent of all patients achieved CID. However, 89% of patients on CBT who withdrew TNFi first flared within 12 months despite continuing MTX, compared to 12% of those who withdrew MTX and continued TNFi (P < 0.0005). Twenty-seven percent of patients discontinued all medications, but 63% flared within 12 months, and only 49% of these regained CID within 12 months of restarting therapy. Patients on MTX monotherapy had the best FFS after medication withdrawal. FFS was independent of disease subtype, rheumatoid factor status, initial erythrocyte sedimentation rate, initial joint count, corticosteroid exposure, time in CID, and method of medication discontinuation. This study confirms that flare rates in JIA are high, and discontinuing medications is challenging. Withdrawal of TNFi from CBT first carries a significantly higher risk of disease flare than withdrawing MTX first. The high relapse rate after discontinuation of TNFi suggests that these medications may not modify the underlying disease process.